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During lockdown in April 2020, we watched a local news interview
with a young single mother of two; one child of 7 years and the
other aged 2 months. Living in a studio flat within an ofﬁce block
converted for temporary housing; her local parks closed, the only
outdoor play option for her children she told the interviewer, was
her local bus station.
The COVID-19 crisis has highlighted many inequalities and
injustices within our current social structures maybe none more so
than that of the needs of children and their rights to continue the
development of cognitive and social skills through outdoor play.
What if there was a way that we could offer children in transient
situations across the world their own play space that would
support a sense of continuity in difficult times and help to improve
their wellbeing both physically and mentally in a way that could
still minimise the risk of viral transference?

ContactLess
PlayGround

86,130 households in England are housed in
temporary accommodation. These households
include 127,370 children. 66% of these families
placed in temporary accommodation were
within the London local authorities.
-

presented by Calzada Fox.

This project from multi-disciplinary colour agency Calzada Fox
investigates the possibility for exploratory, creative and managed
risk play within a reduced contact environment through colour
and light. The Contactless Playground concept aims to address
not only the psychological impact of this pandemic for inner
city children who, without private outdoor space, have suffered
most from the cordoning-off of traditional public and shared
play areas; but also to create an engaging play experience for
temporary housing schemes globally year-round.
Special thanks to our architectural friends Brian Fox and Angela Dapper for their support and advice.
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‘Play is a process that is freely
chosen, personally directed
and intrinsically motivated.’
-

ContactLess
PlayGround

With the number of children living in poverty, around 4 million
pre-COVID, expected to rise significantly according to a
recent report from UNICEF, the danger for children and young
people to experience anxiety also rises.
Outdoor play has a key therapeutic effect on children and
young people, building positive feelings and reducing
obeisity. We’ve witnessed the additional wellbeing benefits
when connecting uplifting colours based in research and
expertise to immersive interactions through the installations
we have designed and built for clients.
Shadowing, Calzada Fox 2020

As playgrounds across UK have decreased and we face
uncertain realities, now is the time to challenge our notion
of playgrounds; to use radical thinking, protecting a child’s
right to free play, even within unsuitable urban environments.
The Contactless Playground, Calzada Fox 2020

ContactLess
PlayGround

The Contactless Playground is a series of 3 modules, each focused on
one play activity designed to encourage physical activity, to stimulate
the senses, to challenge children and to be inclusive of age and ability
while aiming to avoid hand to surface contact reducing the possibility
of viral transference.
Each module is self-contained requiring minimal on-site intervention,
including floor and roof structures only with sides designed to be open,
being mindful of safe-guarding and offering free-airflow.
Mono-pitch roofs at specific graduating heights allow interaction of the
modules in various configurations. A single module could be deployed or
combined with others dependent on available space.
Planters are integrated into each module to build awareness of local
biodiversity, bringing sound and scent that enhance the wellbeing
experience in conjunction with a carefully design colour scheme based
on educational expert research and our specialism in colour psychology,
colour ergonomics.
The Contactless Playground, Calzada Fox 2020

Module 1

Module 1 focuses on creating a balanced
space of calm and tranquillity based
around a concentric labyrinth that is
bathed in restorative aqua light to promote
imaginative play. A lilac transparent screen
casts shadowed positive messaging which
reflects the movement of the sun.

Module 3

Module 2 introduces gentle activity
through individual floor-flush spinners.
Activation light colours are yellow-based
encouraging friendly inclusive interaction.
A full height dichroic mirror angles towards
the spinners for joyful funny face making.
Module 3 encourages more intensive
activity to get kids moving. Lo-rise circular
platforms for jumping and shape making
within RGB colour shadows projected onto
sherbet yellow partition wall.

Module 2

- Solids -

ContactLess
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- Translucents The Contactless Playground, Calzada Fox 2020

Colour light projection for the Contactless
Playground focuses on the roof structures.
Playing with transparency and opacity
allows for a range of effects created by the
changing of natural daylight through the
course of a day.

Module 1

Module 1 floods the play space below
with full light filtered through a ripple
textured aqua translucent which increases
the sense of movement through pattern.
The soft yellow undertone of this tint
prevents the light from feeling cold,
focusing on its refreshing qualities. Adding
an architectural prismatic element casts
rainbow effects.
Module 2 includes natural variated tonal
hardwood as the foundation to targeted
illumination over the spinners below and
scattering diffused coloured light across
the space to boost the body’s feel-good
dopamine.

ContactLess
PlayGround

Module 3 focuses on a solid roof that
creates a shaded environment for the
playscape below, emphasising the RGB
colour shadow play effect. This could
include solar panelling to power the timed
lighting in the play space.

Module 3

Module 2
The Contactless Playground, Calzada Fox 2020

